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SPECIAL Movements
DIAGONAL MOVEMENTS: a warrior can move diagonally 

without relinquishing a Movement point. However, he loses 1 
Movement point if he diagonally moves through a door, an angle 
in a wall or the base of a fi gurine. 

If a warrior attempts to pass in between two enemies that are, 
respectively, in contact with his front and one of his sides (or his 
back and one of his sides), the penalties are not cumulative. Even 
if he passes betweentwo fi gurines diagonally, he only incurs one 
Movement penalty.

QUARTER-TURN: the fi rst quarter-turn made by a fi ghter 
during his Movement doesn’t cause him any penalty. All following 
quarter-turns cost him 1 Movement point.

Two quarter-turns made on the same square obviously count 
as a half-turn.

HALF-TURN: a fi ghter making a half-turn loses 1 Movement 
point.

Example: to fulfi l his Movement, a fi ghter with a Movement 
value of 5 can make a half-turn and then move 4 squares.

MOVING SIDEWAYS: moving sideways costs 1 additional 
Movement point for every square moved

Example: a fi ghter with a Movement value of 7 can make a 
sideways movement of 3 squares and can then still move forward 
by 1 square.

RETREAT : in certain situations, it is necessary to retreat 
without turning one’s back on the enemy. Each square covered 
by a retreating warrior costs him 1 additional Movement point.

OPENING AND CLOSING DOORS: a fi ghter standing in 
front of or next to a door can open it. In this case remove the 
Door counter and replace it with a Passage counter of the same 
size (simle or double). A fi ghter can also close a door that hasn’t 
been destroyed or permanently blocked: then simply replace the 
Passage counter with a Door counter of the same size. Unless 
stated otherwise, carrying out one of these manoeuvres costs the 
fi ghter 1 Movement point.

WALKING THROUGH A FRIENDLY FIGURINE: a warrior 
can walk through one or more friendly fi gurines as long as they are 
not in base-to-base contact with enemy warriors, whatever the 
size of their respective bases. The friendly fi gurines can, however, 
be in base-to-base contact with other friendly warriors. The 
squares occupied by these warriors are counted as normal squares 
during the Movement. It is, on the other hand, impossible to end a 
movement on a square occupied by another warrior whether he be 
a friend or a foe. Similarly, a warrior cannot walk through a friendly 
fi gurine in order to engage an enemy in base-to-base combat.

JUMPING OVER A TRAPDOOR: a warrior can jump 
over a trapdoor to avoid falling and injuring himself. This type 
of Movement costs 1 extra Movement point. Furthermore, the 
warrior has to make a Natural Roll. If it fails, he fails to clear the 
trapdoor and incurs a Wound. He loses 1 NV point.

Trapdoors are not considered to be obstacles as far as the line 
of sight is concerned. 

A warrior standing on a closed trapdoor that opens suddenly 
incurs a Wound that is impossible to avoid. The same is true of 
a warrior who is pushed into an open trapdoor by an enemy… or 
who is forced to end a Movement on a square occupied by an 
open trapdoor.

A warrior who falls into the trap after it has opened is permitted 
to climb out without incurring a Movement penalty. However, the 
Wounds are still applicable.

Example: an Aberration rids itself of a Purifi er by using its 
BrutishStrength / 2 Aptitude. The Griffi  n is pushed two squares 
backwards. Alas, the square behind him is occupied by an open 
trapdoor. He suff ers a fi rst Wound because he met an obstacle 
that prevented him from completing a forced Movement, and 
a second, because he fell into an open trapdoor. The situation is 
desperate…

SCALING FALLEN ROCKS: Walking over a zone obstructed 
by fallen rocks causes 1 Movement penalty, except for creatures 
endowed with Velocity. A warrior cannot end a Movement on a 
square obstructed by fallen rocks.

A warrior pushed onto a square covered in fallen rocks suff ers 
a Wound.

M O V E M E N T S
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A warrior endowed with the Titan Aptitude is not impaired 
by fallen rocks: he can walk over or end a Movement on an 
obstructed zone and does not suff er a Wound if he is pushed 
onto the aff ected zone.

ENTERING AND LEAVING A LABORATORY: on 
certain missions, the protagonists begin their quests outside the 
laboratory and can only enter via a square occupied by an Access 
– Entry counter. Put the warrior who wants to enter on top of 
the counter. This counts as a Movement and costs the warrior 1 
Movement point.

The warrior can only exit a laboratory via a square occupied 
by an Access – Exit counter. To leave the laboratory, the warrior 
must have at least 1 Movement point in reserve when he lands on 
the Exit square. 

NB: Only warriors endowed with the Puny Aptitude can exit a 
laboratory diagonally.

Whichever Special Movement is used, don’t forget to face your 
fi gurine in the appropriate direction.

Example: the front edge of an Aberration’s base occupies two 
squares. The creature is too big to walk down a corridor that is only 
one square wide. Griffi  n warriors should bear this in mind when 
they are fi ghting such beasts!

A warrior who is unable to cross such a zone can, however, fi ght 
an enemy base-to-base, even if it is in an inaccessible zone.

Accepting a
SCENARIO OBJECTIVE

Some Hybrid scenarios depend on specifi c battle objectives, 
such as activating a special button, retrieving an artefact or freeing 
an ally for example. In most cases the objective is represented by 
an Objective counter placed on the board.

To accept an objective, a warrior must end, or choose to end a 
Movement (it is possible to keep Movement points in hand that 
you don’t use) on the square occupied by the Objective counter. 
The warrior can however, if he chooses, make a quarter, or a half 

M O V E M E N T S
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 ACTION 
MODES

There are 4 Action modes in the Hybrid game: Off ensive 
Combat, Defensive Combat, Firing and Moving. Each one is 
represented on the Profi le cards by pictograms accompanied by 
the corresponding value.

Each mode has six Levels of Mastery: Basic, Novice, Skilled, 
Expert, Master and Heroic. Some say that legendary warriors 
even developed a seventh level, but this is just a rumour…

Like the NV, each Action mode is reduced by l point each time 
the warrior suff ers a Wound. The value of an Action mode cannot 
be less than 1.

The numbers that fi gure on the Profi le cards indicate the 
warriors’ maximum Levels of Mastery in each mode. This value 
can exceed 6 to reward a warrior who continues to accomplish 
brave feats while injured. A warrior masters his level and ALL 
inferior levels.

A warrior who wishes to use a Level of Mastery cannot do so 
unless he is in the corresponding mode and has the necessary 
level to activate it.

Example: a warrior with an Off ensive Combat value of 4 can 
use the Levels of Mastery 4, 3, 2 and 1 in Off ensive Combat mode 
when he chooses this mode.

Calling upon the right Levels of Mastery at the right time 
can have spectacular results, especially levels 5 and 6. Wisdom 
dictates, however, that these levels should be used sparingly and 
that it is more prudent to use the basic levels – although they 
lack the panache of the higher levels, they can still be dreadfully 
effi  cient.

Choosing an ACTION MODE
The warrior’s mode is chosen and announced when he is 

activated during the Activation Sequence. If the chosen mode 
is Moving, the Level of Mastery has to be announced before 
any Movements are made. If another Action mode is chosen, 
the warrior makes his Movement and when it is over, announces 
which Level of Mastery he will use.

The modes and Their
levels of MASTERY

OFFENSIVE COMBAT (OC)

in base-to-base combat. The enemy must, however, be in contact 
with the front of his base. The front of a large fi gurine’s base (2 
squares by 2) can be in direct contact with two smaller enemies 
(1 square only). In this case, when it attacks, the bigger fi gurine 
can only engage one of the smaller foes.

A warrior cannot engage an enemy who is located on a square 
diagonally adjacent to his own. Combat is only possible if two 
enemies are in base-to-base contact along an entire edge (front, 
right, left or back), and not just with their corners touching.

Furthermore, when his Activation counter is revealed, a warrior 
can go into Off ensive Combat mode and attack any enemy in 
base-to-base contact with him. When this happens, the fi gurine 
is turned to face the designated target.

If the designated target has its back turned towards the assailant, 
the latter benefi ts from a 1-point SL bonus on his Natural Roll.

1/ Basic Strike: the Basic Strike enables a warrior to attack an 
enemy in base-to-base with the front of his base.

2/ Novice Strike: this Level of Mastery enables the warrior to 
ignore his Wounds when calculating the SL before attacking an 
enemy. If the warrior is not injured, this bonus is ignored.

3/ Skilled Strike: if the warrior succeeds in wounding his 
target with his fi rst attack, a second attack can be attempted. The 
second attack doesn’t take into account any Action points that 
might have been played during the fi rst and no other Action cards 
can be used at this point. However, all other modifi ers (Natural 
Capacities, attacks from behind…) are taken into account. 

4/ Expert Strike: this Level of Mastery enables the warrior to 
scale the heights of the very best duellists. The warrior benefi ts 
from a +2 SL bonus on Natural Rolls.

5/ Master Strike: the Master Strike enables the warrior to 
throw 2D10 simultaneously for the Natural Roll. Only one of the 
results is taken into consideration.

6/ Heroic Strike: the warrior activates a deadly secret weapon. 
If his Natural Roll is a success, two Wounds are infl icted on the 
hapless victim instead of one. If the Natural Roll results in a 
Perfect Success, the victim suff ers three Wounds.

M O D E S
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DEFENSIVE COMBAT (DC)

Defensive Combat is the only mode that enables a warrior to 
avoid injury. It consists of numerous, complex parries, sidesteps 
and unexpected counter-attacks. Defensive Combat can be a very 
useful means of delaying an enemy until help arrives, protecting 
an entrance or crossing a combat zone safely…

Once engaged, the Defensive Combat mode comes into eff ect 
at the front and on both sides of the relevant warrior. In other 
words, this mode is of no use in repelling an attack from behind.

A warrior remains in Defensive mode for as long as it takes for an 
enemy to strike him or until a diff erent mode is engaged. A warrior 
can, therefore, remain in Defensive mode from one round to the 
next, between the end of the round in which he was activated and 
his reactivation in the following round. Place a Defensive Combat 
counter next to the warrior.  

However, a warrior who suff ers a Wound in this mode 
immediately leaves it.

1/ Basic Parry: a Natural Roll for a Basic Parry enables the 
warrior, if it is successful, to sidestep an attack. The Basic Parry 
can also be used to evade a long-range attack, a rifl e shot for 
example.

2/ Novice Parry: the enemy suff ers a Wound if he rolls a Critical 
Failure when his attack is countered by a Novice Parry, or if you roll 
a Perfect Success when using the Novice Parry. The Novice Parry 
can only be used when fi ghting in base-to-base contact.

3/ Skilled Parry: a warrior who succeeds a Skilled Parry Roll 
can immediately attempt a Basic Strike as if he were in Off ensive 
Combat mode. This represents an audacious counter-attack. No 
Action cards can be used to increase the chances of success of 
such a counter-attack however. The Skilled Parry can only be 
used when the aggressors are in base-to-base contact with one 
another.

4/ Expert Parry: few things can pierce the invisible barrier that 
is formed by the Expert Parry. The warrior who engages this Level 
of Mastery makes a Natural Roll with a +2 SL modifi er. The Expert 
Parry can only be used when the aggressors are in base-to-base 
contact with one another.

5/ Master Parry: not even the rain can penetrate the shield of a 
warrior protected by a Master Parry. He rolls 2D10 instead of one 
for his Natural Roll and keeps the one that suits him to determine 
his Action’s result. The Master Parry can only be used by fi ghters 
in base-to-base contact.

 
6/ Heroic Parry: the warrior who engages this Level of Mastery 

can attempt to avoid all the attacks perpetrated against him during 
the round even if he is wounded by one of them. This function 
also repels long-range attacks. The warrior remains in Heroic Parry 
mode until another mode is chosen during his activation.

FIRING (F)

Being able to kill from a long distance is a rare and valuable 
talent in Hybrid because it enables a single warrior to police a 
large territory. Only a warrior equipped with a projectile weapon 
and endowed with a numbered value in Firing mode can use such 
a weapon. To do this he has to select the Firing mode and choose 
a relevant Level of Mastery.

The number of potential targets depends on the warrior’s  angle 
of vision. It is possible to shoot at another warrior, the ground or an 
obstacle. The only required condition is that the target be located 
within the warrior’s direct line of sight. A warrior cannot fi re upon 
a target that he cannot see. Unless he has the Eye of the Lynx / X 
Aptitude, when he is located inside the Heresiarch’s laboratories, 
a warrior’s angle of vision has a range of 8 squares and rotates 
through 180° (to the left, the right and straight ahead).

Therefore, in order to fi re at a target, the warrior must be 
located within range and in direct view of the target.

It is easier to hit creatures that occupy a large space. A warrior 
benefi ts from a +1 SL modifi er during a Natural Roll if he chooses 
to fi re at a creature with a large base (2 by 2 squares).

However, if the target is partially hidden by fallen rocks, the 
warrior is handicapped by one –1 SL modifi er for each aff ected 
square in his path during the Natural Roll. This is a cumulative 
penalty that is multiplied by the number of aff ected squares.

Example: a Purifi er empties his weapon at an enemy. Three 
squares covered in fallen rocks lie between the warrior and his target. 
The SL for the Purifi er’s roll is therefore reduced by 3 points.

1/ Basic Firing: Basic Firing enables a warrior to attack an 
enemy from a long distance away. The target must be within 
range and in direct view.

It is impossible to fi re at an enemy in base-to-base contact. 
In order to use Basic Firing, there must be at least one square 
separating the target from its assailant.
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2/ Novice Firing: Novice Firing enables a warrior to fi re in all 
directions. He is able to shoot at an enemy located behind him 
or to either side of him if he wishes to. The target must, however, 
be located in direct view of its assailant if the attack is to be 
successful.

Novice Firing also enables a warrior to fi re at an enemy in base-
to-base contact with him.

3/ Skilled Firing: a warrior can use Skilled Firing when 
no enemies are located in his line of sight or in base-to-base 
contact with him. No roll of the dice is necessary – the warrior 
automatically adopts an ambush position. 
Place a Skilled Firing counter  near the 
warrior to signal his state. A warrior in Skilled 
Firing mode  cannot move without losing 
his counter. He also loses his counter and the 
benefi ts of this Level of Mastery if he adopts 
another Level of Mastery, if he suff ers a Wound 
or if an enemy ends a Movement in direct 
contact with his base. 

A warrior in Skilled Firing mode empties 
his weapon at any enemy who crosses his 
direct line of sight. When this happens, make 
a Natural Firing Roll for the fi rst fi ghter in 
Skilled Firing mode.

• If he eliminates the target by fi ring upon 
it, the warrior remains in Skilled Firing 
mode. He can then fi re a second time if 
the opportunity arises during the game. Any other warriors 
in Skilled Firing mode aiming at the same target haven’t fi red 
and are not activated. 

• If the warrior fails to eliminate the target, then the next 
fi ghter in Skilled Firing mode fi res. This fi ghter aims at 
the same target according to the Skilled Firing Activation 
Sequence.

Each Skilled Firing counter  bears a number so that it is 
always clear which warrior takes precedence. Thus, as soon as an 
enemy enters the line of sight of several warriors in Skilled Firing 
mode, they fi re in turn beginning with nr. 1. Hence, the fi ring 
sequence bears no relation to the Activation Sequence.

If no enemies come within range, or if an opponent is eliminated 
following a Skilled shot, the warrior can keep his Skilled Firing 
counter between rounds. The warrior is subsequently withdrawn 
from the Activation Sequence and the counter remains in place. 
The warrior is considered to be in Skilled Firing mode from the 
onset of the round and can fi re twice in succession as stipulated 
above providing he meets the required conditions.

During the resolution of Skilled Firing, only the targeted warrior 
can employ several Action cards. For his part, the warrior who 
engaged Skilled Firing can only use one.

4/ Expert Firing: this Level of Mastery enables a warrior to 
target an enemy that is hidden behind another warrior – whether 
the obstruction is due to a friend or an enemy. In order to 
accomplish this feat, the assailant must not be in direct contact 
with an enemy. The target, even if it is not in direct view, must be 
located within the assailant’s “potential” line of sight.

It is impossible to target a warrior hidden behind two or more 
warriors. Similarly, Expert Firing doesn’t enable a warrior to target 
an enemy endowed with the Puny Aptitude who is hidden behind 
another warrior.

5/ Master Firing: marksmen endowed with 
Master Firing are rightly feared by their enemies 
because this Level of Mastery enables the 
player in control to roll 2D10 for a Natural Firing 
Roll. The best result determines the outcome 
of the Action.

6/ Heroic Firing: this is the exclusive art of 
those who consider long-distance combat to 
be the purest form of battle. A warrior who has 
mastered Heroic Firing can fi re twice during 
each round. 

The two shots are declared and resolved at the same time. If any 
Action cards are played, they must be specifi cally associated with 
one or the other of the shots. The opposing players only has one 
Action card at his disposal with which to parry the manoeuvre.

MOVING (MV)

the board, he can also call upon his Movement / Mt value.
The Moving mode only exists to enable warriors to execute 

specifi c manoeuvres in relation to diff erent types of movements: 
running, sliding, brutal charges and furtive movements are the 
typical fare of this highly strategic mode. The judicious use of the 
Mv mode can change the very outcome of a game.
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This mode must be announced as and when a fi gurine is 
activated. A specifi c Level of Mastery must also be chosen.

A warrior in Moving mode doesn’t lose any Movement points 
when he opens or closes a door.

1/ Basic Move: this Level of Mastery enables a warrior to move 
around the board more quickly than he usually would. The warrior 
making a Basic Move benefi ts from a +2 modifi er in Movement.

2/ 

However, enemies endowed with the Titan Aptitude cannot 
be brushed aside in this way unless the aggressor himself is also a 
Titan.

The Novice Move is ineff ective when employed against an 
enemy in Defensive Combat mode.

3/ Skilled Move: this Level of Mastery enables a warrior to 
hinder an enemy’s Movements. A warrior in Skilled Move mode 
who has travelled at least one square before coming into base-

 is placed next to 

  next to the 

M O D E S
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CARDS
Action CARDS
On each of the  Hybrid Action cards you will fi nd a number 

between 0 and 4 (Action points) and a short text (the Action 
eff ect).

Each Action card can be played in a number of ways and when he 
chooses to play an Action card, the player has to decide whether 
he will use the Action points or the Action eff ects of the card.

Once played, the Action card is discarded and any unused 
eff ect is lost.

DISTRIBUTION

Before the game begins, shuffl  e the Action cards thoroughly. 
Each player then draws four cards. When he has looked at his 
cards, a player can decide that he’s not satisfi ed with his draw. 
In this case he can choose to discard his fi rst draw (the cards are 
placed at the bottom of the deck) and draw three new cards. He 
cannot reject the second draw.

CARDS DRAWN DURING THE GAME

It is possible to obtain new Action cards during the course of 
the game. A player draws a card each time one of his warriors is 
eliminated by an opponent. Once the deck has been exhausted, 
however, no further cards can be drawn.

NB: If a warrior is eliminated by friendly fi re, the player cannot 
draw another Action card!

Example: a Scorpion warrior sacrifi ces one of his Pests of Flesh 
using the Sacrifi ce Aptitude. Since the death is the doing of a Scorpion 
clone, the player is not allowed to draw another Action card.

NATURAL ROLL MODIFIERS

When a warrior accomplishes a risky, intrepid feat, the player in 
control can choose to provoke destiny by using one or several of his 
Action cards at once. He must inform his adversary which card(s) 
he intends to use. This announcement must be made before the 
dice have been rolled. As long as he hasn’t announced if he is or 
isn’t using Action cards in this round, the player’s adversary cannot 
use his own Action cards (in a surprise attack for example).

When an Action card is played to assist a Natural Roll, it is 
placed face up. The player must then decide whether he wishes to 
use the Action points or the Action eff ects linked to the card.

Action cards are only used punctually when a player has already 
decided on a mode for one of his warriors. If the chosen Level 
of Mastery enables the relevant warrior to accomplish several 
Actions, the player must tie each card to a specifi c Action. It is 
possible to accumulate the eff ects of several cards during the 
same Action.

The bonuses aff orded by an Action card cannot, under any 
circumstances, be used during a Natural Roll occasioned by an 
Event card, an Equipment card or an Aptitude.

A player who doesn’t wish to use an Action card for one 
of his fi gurines must announce this decision. This decision is 
irrevocable. 

This aspect of the use of Action cards is very important when 
playing a Hindrance. A Hindrance allows an opponent to play 
one and only one Action card to hamper the active warrior’s 
manoeuvres. When this is achieved, the player in control of the 
fi gurine can, if he so desires, choose to play one or more Action 
cards to try and weaken the Hindrance’s eff ects.
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If the player who controls the active warrior has decided not 
to use an Action card, his adversary can still play a Hindrance. In 
this instance, only one Action card is played – that belonging to 
the adversary! 

As with the positive eff ects of an Action card, a Hindrance 
must be played to favour either the Action points or the Action 

will have a positive eff ect both on the SL of his Natural Roll and 
on the values of the chosen Action modes.

 He will then be able to choose a higher ranking Level of 
Mastery in the chosen Action mode as well as having a better 
chance of success in his roll of the dice.

Example: the Scorpion player decides to use an Action card for 
his unwounded Hybrid’s Off ensive Combat. The value indicated 
on the card is 2. Therefore, the value of the Hybrid’s Off ensive 
Combat is the sum of its NV (4), added to the value of the Action 
card (2) or, 4 + 2 = 6. Subsequently, if he so wishes, the player 
can use the Off ensive Combat mode at the sixth Level of Mastery 
(Heroic Strike).

Furthermore, the clone benefi ts from a +2 modifi er on the SL of its 
attack thanks, once again, to the bonus provided by the Action card.

If the Action points are used for a Hindrance, they are employed 
as negative modifi ers on the Action mode of the adversary and his 
SL during the Natural Roll.

The value of an Action mode can never be less than 1.

Action Effects

A player who would rather use the text on the card than its value 
reads the card out loud. The eff ect is applied immediately.

Whether the eff ect enables the owner to steal a card from his 
adversary or to revive a discarded Action card, the new card can 
only be played during the Activation of the next warrior, whether 
he be a friend or a foe.

If the eff ect is chosen in the context of a Hindrance, it must 
be applied to the adversary’s warrior.

USE DURING ACTIVATION ROLLS

The players make an Activation Roll in order to determine 
who will move the fi rst fi gurine. Each side then decides on the 
order in which the diff erent warriors will be played and places the 
numbered counters face down on their respective bases. The player 
who won the Activation Roll chooses who will begin the Activation 
Sequence. The opposing factions take turns placing their warriors 
on the board one by one in the predetermined order.

After the second round of play, the players can use one or more 
Action cards to assist them in the Activation Roll. 

Before making the Activation Roll each player, beginning with 
the one who won the previous Activation Roll, states whether 
he wishes to use one or more Action cards to assist his roll. If 
he decides to use any, he places a card face down on the board. 
His adversary can then do they same if he wishes. The “auction” 
continues in this fashion until the players decide to stop.

The cards are then revealed. Each player adds up the Action points 
on his cards. They can then reduce their scores in the Activation Rolls 
by the number of Action points they have chosen to play.

If the scores are tied after the roll, roll the dice again until 
there is a winner. The only exception being when one player has 
rolled a “1” (Perfect Success) and his adversary has achieved a 
“1” only after deducting his Action points. In this case the fi rst 
player wins the test.

C A R D S
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A player who rolls a “10” (Critical Failure) loses the test 
automatically even if he has engaged Action points that allow 
him to change this result. 

If both players achieve Perfect Successes or Critical Failures 

• 

• Field

Furthermore, the rarity of each card is also indicated on the 
card:

• Common 

• Rare 

• Very Rare

A third category indicates when the card can be played:
A card bearing the name “Interruption” must be played as soon 

as it is drawn. Once it has been used the card is discarded.
A “Reserve” card can be kept in reserve. The player can 

then play it during any Activation Sequence at an opportune 
moment. 

When he chooses to play the card, he must designate a specifi c 
friendly or enemy warrior target. Once it has been used the card 
is discarded.

A “Constant

Army 

are used.

FIRST CONTACT

When “First Contact” is established with the enemy, each 
player draws one of his Army cards and applies the instructions 
if necessary. First Contact is made when the two players have 
established a direct line of sight between their armies or when a 
fi rst attack (at a distance or in hand-to-hand combat) has been 
resolved.

C A R D S
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FIRST BLOOD

A player draws his second Army card when one of his warriors 
has been withdrawn from the board for the fi rst time.

Equipement CARDS
The Equipment cards supplied with Hybrid are divided between 

the warring factions. They come in two categories: Aura cards and 
Mutation cards. The Aura cards are the strict reserve of the Griffi  n 
warriors while the Mutation cards belong to the Scorpion faction.

AURA CARDS 

The Venerable Ambrosius has enormous power and this sets 
him aside from common mortals. Indeed, he can summon Auras 
that can modify the environment or infl uence the behaviour of his 
warriors. At the beginning of the game, the Griffi  n player shuffl  es 
the Aura cards and draws three. Having studied them, he discards 
one and keeps the other two. These are the Auras that Ambrosius 
will be able to use during the game. 

The Auras never aff ect Ambrosius himself so he cannot benefi t 
from them personally but they have a profound eff ect on the 
warriors that fall within their zone of infl uence.

Ambrosius can activate an Aura, swap Auras or even abandon 
his powers when he is activated during the Activation Sequence. 
The name of the chosen Aura and, when necessary, its eff ects, 
are revealed to the adversary. Ambrosius’s Aura remains active  
until his next activation.

The eff ects of an Aura apply before the choice of the mode and 
the corresponding Level of Mastery is made.

MUTATION CARDS

The Mutation cards enable the Scorpion player to apply the 
various genetic mutations operated on his warriors by the sinister 
Dirz scientists.

At the beginning of the game, the Scorpion player shuffl  es the 
Mutation cards and draws three at random. Having studied them, 
he discards one and keeps the other two. These cards describe the 
Mutations that his combat clones will undergo during the game.

Only a warrior endowed with the Mutation/X Aptitude, 
where X is replaced by a number equal or superior to 1, can use 
Mutation cards. He can receive as many as the value X bound 
with the Aptitude. 

The Scorpion player can distribute his cards among his warriors 
in two ways:

• At the beginning of the fi rst round during the fi rst Activation 
of the warrior he wants to award a Mutation card to.

• Later in the game during the Activation of a warrior he 
wants to award a Mutation card to. This way he can create 
an element of surprise. Yet the eff ects of a Mutation card are 
not retroactive and so rolls made prior to this point cannot 
be modifi ed.

Once the Mutation card has been awarded, it becomes 
impossible to transfer it to another warrior. If the warrior in 
question is eliminated, the relevant Mutation card is discarded. 
However, certain eff ects can linger on after the death of the 
owner of a Mutation card. If this arises, the consequences and 
the specifi c rules relating to such an event are listed on the 
Mutation card itself.
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COUNTERS
The Hybrid game uses numerous counters that can have a 

signifi cant impact on how a game unfolds.
Certain counters are there to help the game run smoothly and 

have no real eff ect on the evolution of the game, others have 
vital strategic signifi cance and can have an important infl uence 
on the game.

The Hybrid box contains more counters than are strictly 
necessary. This enables you to introduce other warriors from the 
Confrontation series into your games as well as allowing you to 
replace lost or damaged counters.

To avoid unnecessary confusion, counters that are no longer 
relevant to the game should be removed from the game board.

Access COUNTERS

Access Counters represent the laboratory entrances and
exits.

ActiVATION
The Activation counters are used to determine the order of the 

various warriors in each camp’s Activation Sequence.
Some missions allow you to select your warriors according to 

Rank, which lets you either deploy many fi ghters of lesser strength 
or a small troop of elite warriors. The Activation counters are 
numbered from 1 to 10 and there are two of each (one for each 
camp) to allow for greater fl exibility, whatever the type of game 
chosen.

Wound COUNTERS

by one point. Wound counters are used to keep count of the 
number of Wounds a warrior has suff ered at any given moment 
in the game. 

A player gives each of his warriors a Wound counter. These can 
subsequently be placed on his army’s cardboard specifi cation 
sheet. By moving the counters each time warriors are wounded or 
healed, it becomes easy to determine the NV of a given warrior.

Pillar and Fallen Rocks
COUNTERS

Pillar and Fallen Rocks counters represent those elements of 
the scenery that block, either partially or entirely, the access to 
a given area of the playing board. A Pillar Counter blocks access 
and lines of sight like a wall.

A Fallen Rocks Counter, on the other hand, is a form of 
obstruction that limits movement and fi ring options. See the 
rules on page 17 for the eff ects of Fallen Rocks.

Event COUNTERS

Each laboratory exploration requires numerous Event counters 
that are placed in accordance with the mission diagram.

An Event counter represents an unexpected event that takes 
place during a mission. Within the game environment this kind 
of event is provoked by the players. In order to pick up an Event 
counter, a player has to end a movement on a counter and declare 
it activated. 

Once this has happened, the counter is turned over because 
some Events are traps. If this is not the case, the counter is 
discarded and the player draws an Event card. 

Event counters can only be picked up in turn – the same player 
cannot activate two Event Counters in a row. It is, however, 
possible to occupy the same square as an Event Counter without 
activating it.

Example: the Scorpion player has activated the fi rst
Event counter of the game. He cannot activate a second
Event counter until his Griffi  n adversary has, in turn,
activated one himself.

The activation of an Event counter shouldn’t be taken lightly 
because it gives your adversary the opportunity to activate the 
next one – an act that might be decisive at critical moments.

Double Access Simple Access

Pillar Fallen Rocks Fallen Rocks

 Event (Front) Event (Back) Explosion
(see next page)

 Griff on  Dirz

C O U N T E R S
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Template
COUNTERS

A Template Counter, commonly known as a Template, covers 
a surface area of 2 by 2 squares. When a Template is used on the 
playing board, it must precisely cover the 4 squares that its eff ect 
infl uences.

Mode COUNTERS

The violence of combat can cloud the judgement of 
participants. Mode counters enable players to tell, in the blink 
of an eye, whether adjacent warriors are using Capacities that 
might last several rounds. The relevant counters are placed next 
to the warriors to remind the players of their capacities until 
such time as these are withdrawn. There are four types of Mode 
counters: Defensive Combat, Skilled Move, Expert Move and 
Skilled Firing.

Skilled Firing Mode counters are numbered from 1 to 10. This 
enables players to tell which warrior activated the Skilled Firing 
mode fi rst and to determine the order of fi ring when several warriors 

Objective COUNTERS

The extermination of an enemy is not the only way to win a 
game. In order to vanquish adversaries bent on carnage, players 
require strategy and invention. The Hybrid missions often present 
the players with opportunities to win the game: the activation 
of laboratory self-destruction; the retrieval of an artefact; 
the sabotage of vital clone tank mechanisms. These goals are 
represented by Objective counters.

Objective counters are numbered from 1 to 6, since certain missions 
require several objectives to be completed in a specifi c order.

Passage COUNTERS

A Passage counter represents an opening between two rooms, 
a corridor and a room or juxtaposed Tiles. Passages do not block 
lines of sight and a warrior can be placed on a Passage. As with 
Door counters, there are two types of Passage counter: simple 
and double.

Trap 
COUNTERS

Victims of a paranoia born of their confi nement, the 
Technomancers of the Hybrid Project often set traps in their 
laboratories to discourage intruders and eliminate pursuers. 

The section devoted to mission instructions indicates how many 
Trap counters can be added to the Event counters. Once the 
diff erent counters have been mixed, distribute them randomly on 

The Trap is released when a warrior lands on it and turns the 
counter over having declared it activated. The warrior must roll 
a Natural Roll with a +3 SL modifi er. If it succeeds, the trap is 
avoided, if it fails, however, he incurs an unavoidable Wound.

 Charnel House

 Cloud of gas

Skilled
Move

Expert
Move

Defensive
Combat

Skilled
Firing

Double passage   Single passage

C O U N T E R S
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Door COUNTERS

Doors, airlocks and other immovable barriers are excellent 
places to set ambushes and ideal ways to move out of an 
adversary’s view. Doors must be positioned vertically on the 
board. Their physical appearance has no infl uence on the game 
whether they are represented as being out of metal or worm-
infested wood. 

There are two types of door in Hybrid:
 • A single door occupies one square. This type of door
cannot be used by large warriors (2 by 2 squares);
 • A double door occupies 2 squares.

Trapdoor COUNTERS

Trapdoors are a real danger for warriors prowling in the corridors 
of the Heresiarch’s laboratories. The physical appearance of a 
Trapdoor (a pit fi lled with spikes) doesn’t change the rules 
associated with it.

 

A closed Trapdoor doesn’t hinder the warriors’ movements. 
Until a Trapdoor is opened, it remains inoff ensive.

As soon as a Trapdoor is opened, replace the Closed Trapdoor 
counter with an Open Trapdoor counter. Turn to page 17 of this 
booklet for the rules concerning the opening of a Trapdoor.

Double Door Single Door
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 APTITUDES
Aptitudes represent the various Hybrid warriors’ special 

capacities. An Aptitude is a learned ability or an inborn talent 
that, while it might vary in aspect from one warrior to the next, 
always manifests itself in the same way in the game. An Aptitude 
cannot be gained using an Action mode.

Some Aptitudes are permanent and last throughout the 
game. 

Others have a punctual or limited infl uence and need to be 
activated before they can be used. These are “optional” Aptitudes. 
In this case, announce which Aptitude you want your warrior to 
use. Once declared, an optional Aptitude cannot be withdrawn. 
Some Aptitudes are followed by a “/X”. The X is replaced by a 
value that fi gures on the relevant warrior’s Profi le card.

COMBINED ATTACK/X : this optional Aptitude enables a 
warrior to make a number of free additional attacks – a maximum 
of one per round – during the game. The number of additional 
attacks that are permitted is determined by the X on the warrior’s 
Profi le card. 

To accomplish a Combined Attack, a warrior must be in base-
to-base contact with the target and in Off ensive Combat mode. 
The additional attack must be declared immediately before the 
Natural Roll is made for the fi rst attack. If the fi rst attack should 
eliminate the opponent, the Combined Attack is lost.

Whether the fi rst attack succeeds or not, the assailant can 
attempt to wound his enemy again with a Natural Roll based on 
the NV that fi gures on his Profi le card, and not the value he has 
when making his second attack. Should he succeed, the target 
automatically loses a Wound level.

NB: The Defensive Combat mode doesn’t enable the target to 
avoid the second strike of a Combined Attack.

Example: a warrior with the Combined Attack/3 Aptitude can 
attempt up to three Combined Attacks during the game at a rate of 
no more than one per round.

AURA/X : warriors endowed with Aura Aptitudes can 
accomplish supernatural feats. These warriors can call upon 
invisible powers to confound the profane. 

An Aura is eff ective over X squares surrounding the warrior 
(this doesn’t take into account the square the warrior is standing 
on) and aff ects all the warriors present in this zone. Auras are 
unaff ected by obstacles such as walls or doors. A warrior cannot 
benefi t from the eff ects of his own Aura but he can be infl uenced 
by the Auras of other warriors. Furthermore, a warrior can only use 
one Aura at a time.

The activation, the cancellation or the modifi cation of an 
Aura is declared when a warrior is activated during the Activation 
Sequence. The eff ects of the relevant Aura are applicable 
immediately.

Example:  a warrior endowed with the Aura/3 Aptitude has 
an infl uence that covers a distance of up to 3 squares not including 
the one he is standing on. All the warriors within this radius can 
be aff ected. 

PUNY : creatures endowed with the Puny Aptitude are very 
short and skinny. Puny warriors cannot open doors, but this 
setback is largely compensated for by their improved mobility: 
they can move diagonally without suff ering a Movement penalty. 
This enables them to walk through doors, walls and other warriors 
diagonally with no eff ect on their Movement.

Example: the Puny warrior above only spent 5 Movement points 
instead of 7 to complete the journey pictured.

5

4

3

2

1

5 ACCUMULATED MOVEMENT POINTS

OPEN DOOR

A P T I T U D E S
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With regard for direct lines of sight, a Puny warrior cannot hide 
another creature unless it is also a Puny warrior. If warriors with 
large bases (2 by 2 squares) or normal-sized bases attempt to hide 
behind Puny warriors, they remain in full view of their enemies.

CONVICTION/X: warriors gifted with Conviction have 
blind confi dence in their squad leaders whose presence alone 
gives them the strength to accomplish heroic acts.

The squad leader is the warrior in the group endowed with the 
Aura  Aptitude. If several warriors are endowed with this Aptitude, 
the honour is given to the one with the highest rank or, if this isn’t 
enough to separate them, the highest Natural Value. 

In order to benefi t from this Aptitude, the warrior with it must 
be located within 8 squares or less of the squad leader. For as long 
as he remains within this radius, the warrior profi ts from a positive 
modifi er of X points on the SL of his Off ensive and Defensive 
Combat Rolls.

If the squad leader is eliminated, all Conviction eff ects are 
immediately cancelled.

Example: a warrior endowed with Conviction/1 is located 8 
squares away from his squad leader. His Success Levels in Off ensive 
and Defensive Combat are increased by 1 point.

DUELLIST/X: a warrior endowed with this Aptitude is capable 
of detecting the slightest weakness in an enemy’s defences. A 
Duellist obtains a Perfect Success on Off ensive Combat Rolls 
and Firing with results equal or inferior to the X value of the 
Aptitude.

Example: a warrior endowed with the Duellist/2 Aptitude 
obtains a Perfect Success with an Attack or Firing Natural Roll 
resulting in 1 or 2 and not only 1.

FELON/X: a Felon is a formidable adversary who uses the 
element of surprise to infl ict terrible injuries on his enemies. If 
he succeeds in getting behind a warrior to attack in Off ensive 
Combat mode, his SL benefi ts from a positive modifi er that is 
equal to the X value. This bonus is cumulative and is added to the 
usual Attack from behind modifi er.

Example: an assassin endowed with the “Felon/2” Aptitude who 
manages to get behind his enemy benefi ts from a +3 modifi er: +1 
for the Attack from behind and +2 for the Felon/2 Aptitude.

FRENZY/X : a warrior endowed with the Frenzy Aptitude 
is rewarded with a positive modifi er of value X each time he 
eliminates an enemy in hand-to-hand combat. This is a cumulative 
bonus that lasts until the end of the game. It only applies to the SL 
associated with Off ensive and Defensive Combat modes.

Example: a warrior endowed with the Frenzy/1 Aptitude 
eliminates two enemies. He is rewarded with a +2 SL modifi er in 
Off ensive and Defensive Combat until the end of the game

BRUTISH STRENGTH/X : a warrior endowed with this 
Aptitude benefi ts from unusual physical force. If, during an 
Off ensive Combat, the warrior succeeds in an attack, his enemy 
is pushed back by X squares. Move the enemy fi gurine in a straight 
line without changing direction, the furthest distance possible 
from the warrior endowed with Brutish Strength. 

If the warrior has succeeded with several attacks, the Aptitude is 
not cumulative, but it is applied even if the victim escapes injury. If 
the penalty cannot be applied to the enemy fi gurine because of an 
obstacle (wall, another fi gurine…), the victim incurs an additional 
Wound for every square that it was unable to retreat.

Example: an Aberration endowed with the Brutish Strength/2 
Aptitude cuts down a Seneschal with its claws. When all the clone’s 
attacks have been resolved, the Seneschal is forced to retreat by 2 
squares from the  Aberration. But the Seneschal has his back to the 
wall so he suff ers 2 additional Wounds.

MUTATION/X : the Technomancers’ ungodly experiments 
combined with nature’s mistakes sometimes result in terrifying 
powers. Warriors endowed with this Aptitude can use X Mutation 

increased by a factor of X squares.

Example: a warrior endowed with Eye of the Lynx/2 can see and 
fi re 2 squares further than other warriors. Within the confi nes of 
the laboratories, he can see 10 squares rather than 8.

A P T I T U D E S
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INFILTRATION/X : at the end of each round, a warrior 
endowed with this Aptitude can move X additional squares. The 
warrior is considered to be in the same mode he was in when he 
was activated.

Example: a warrior who was in Off ensive Combat mode when 
he was activated who uses his Infi ltration Aptitude to come into 
base-to-base contact with an enemy, can attack.

If the warrior was in Moving mode when he was activated, he 
can use his Infi ltration Aptitude to open doors without suff ering 
a penalty. 

If, during a battle, several warriors are endowed with the 
Infi ltration Aptitude, their additional movement are resolved in 
the same order as the Activation Sequence of the round being 
played. A warrior loses this Aptitude for the rest of the game as 
soon as he enters an enemy’s direct line of sight – it is impossible 
to ambush an enemy once the element of surprise is lost.

PRESTIGE/X : a warrior endowed with this Aptitude is well 
respected within his own ranks as well of those of the enemy. He 
benefi ts from a +X modifi er on all his SLs  (X being the value on 
the warrior’s Profi le card) in all Action modes. Sadly, this new-
found status is lost when the warrior shows signs of weakness. The 
warrior loses this Aptitude as soon as he suff ers a Wound.

DORSAL PROTECTION/X : warriors with this Aptitude are 
endowed with an armoured shell or battle techniques that make 
them diffi  cult to strike from behind. This Aptitude cancels the +1 
modifi er associated with Attacks from behind.

The X factor indicates the negative modifi er that an assailant 
must apply to his SL when attacking a warrior endowed with this 
Aptitude from behind.

SACRIFICE/X : creatures endowed with this Aptitude can 
sacrifi ce themselves by setting off  a huge explosion when they are 
activated. To do this, a warrior must either be in Moving mode and 
have chosen the Basic Move level of Mastery. To use this Aptitude, 
a warrior must be in base-to-base contact with the enemy. The 
sacrifi ced creature is eliminated, but it infl icts X Wounds on its 
enemy before being removed from the game. Defensive Combat 
cannot protect a warrior from these Wounds.

A player doesn’t need to draw an Action card to use Sacrifi ce/X. 
Furthermore, this kind of sacrifi ce is considered to be the fi rst 
elimination as far as the drawing of Army cards is concerned.


